
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM – IDE3.NET

This program was developed by a professional  judicial  area with training in  education,  under the guidance of
professionals in the field of law and in education, in harmony with the Brazilian Federal Constitution.

1 – BACKGROUND:

Program aimed at combating all forms of violence through the transformation of current and future generations, in
order to solve efficiently and effective behavioral problems involving society.

2 – APPLICATION:

Can be applied to businesses, educational institutions, families, nursing homes, shelters, institutions for recovering
drug addicts, rehabilitation centers for juvenile offenders, prisons, hospitals, hotels and related institutions.

3 - BE THIS PROGRAM MANAGERS:

public and / or private companies, government agencies, foundations, and individual volunteers who are managers
in your area and may at any time withdraw from the program and develop projects equal or similar to this.

4 -   WHO WILL RECEIVE   WITH THE APPLICATION OF THIS PROGRAM:

4.1 - Entrepreneurs, executives, managers, entrepreneurs and professionals for making his most dedicated
managed;

4.2 -  Education Institutions to improve harmony between students and teachers, with a significant increase in
school performance and improvement in the level of psychological training of the individual, making it more suitable
to social and professional life;

4.3 - Families by become much more structured;

4.4 - Governments for resolving a very low cost  behavioral  problems involving society,  improving the level  of
development of the country.

5 - INSTRUMENTS TO BE APPLIED:

5.1 - New Testament: Being less than ¼ of the Bible easy to understand with great content, cover the birth of Jesus
Christ, and to be an excellent tool for transformation of the human being.
preferably be applied in the printed versions of the Bible, can be used versions of free Bibles available on the
Internet for mobile;

5.2- incentive Calendars to read the New Testament available FREE at ide3.net site in PDF format, to control
reading practice, sequentially or randomly by whole chapters, since each chapter takes an average of 08 minutes
reading ;

5.3 - program dissemination Poster also available FREE at ide3.net site, also in PDF format, which will show how it
became easier to read the Bible;

5.4 - Glass Boxes for calendars that will be acquired by participants at a low cost.

6 - TWO EXAMPLES OF EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS PROGRAM:

6.1 - In a School Group, after approval of the managers of the institution has implemented this program as follows:

1º- distribution schedules for students;
2º- Students were asked to read the New Testament of the Bible, which would choose a Bible theme to present in a
play;
3º- All presentations receive prizes and the best performances receive the best prizes.
At the end of the program teachers were surprised by the behavioral change of the students:



- They became less aggressive, improving relationships with colleagues;
- Improved relationships with parents and teachers;
- They had a significant increase in their school income.

6.2 - The developer of this program, with the child at the age of 13 who had behavior problems at home, was
warned by a school Director and the Head of his Church, that his son would cause problems in the future. I decided
to give him a timetable for follow-up reading the New Testament and encouraged him to read three (3) chapters a
day. After a while he realized the transformation of their behavior.

Obs.:

- Direct contact with the Bible makes a big difference;

-  Other examples are not reported, since this program is beginning objectivity,  simplicity of action and
safety of its effectiveness.

7 - WHERE AND HOW TO APPLY:

7.1 - THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:

7.1.1 - This program will be implemented after the approval of public officials;

7.1.2 - The New Testament reading incentive calendars will be extracurricular materials aimed at combating any
form of violence and should be avoided dealing with this program in the religious aspect, since it is a social action;

7.1.3 - Everyone has the freedom to participate or not this program;

7.1.4 - The most appropriate time for the presentation, will be at the meeting of parents and teachers, where the
cooperator of this social action is expected in a few minutes, explain what it is, and show the importance of the
participation of teachers, parents and students in this action for social change, so that we have an ever better
society;

7.1.5 - The calendars will be delivered FREE for teachers and parents, and these will also lead calendars for their
children;

7.1.6 - Parents and teachers should read the New Testament, taking care to encourage and accompany the reading
of their children.

7.2 - ON BUSINESS:

7.2.1 - Preferably in establishments with payments boxes or fast payouts in strategic locations next to the rows,
where people have time to read the poster and make their option to purchase the calendars FREE.

Note: These are sites with better outputs calendars;

7.2.2 - The installation may only be carried out after the authorization of the owner or manager of the establishment,
with all expenses on behalf of the participant cooperator at no cost, obligation or service to be performed by the
owner of the establishment;

7.2.3 - It should be made clear to the owner of the establishment or the manager, this work is exclusively geared to
social action to combat all forms of violence, avoiding subjects in the religious aspect. It will use the calendar as a
facilitator in control of the reading of the New Testament.

a  -  is  allowed  free  choice  to  the  establishment  owner  to  produce  the  calendars  on  their  own,  and  maintain
availability for their customers;

b - allowed the establishment of the owner deliver the calendars individually for clients such as toast;

c - The participant cooperator must go at least once a week in the establishment to replace more calendars and
should not put other types of pamphlets (which would undermine this work), and will not make individual delivery
within or near the property.

d - If the participant cooperator wish can deliver calendars individually on the streets, away from establishments that
have the available calendars.



For example, in the Northeast, in the City of Tianguá / Ceará / Brazil, with approximately 70 million inhabitants,
there is an output of approximately 300 calendars per week in 10 points, which are exposed calendars to the public:
1 public office with good flow of people; 3 payment points in quick cash; 2 stationeries; 2 snack bars; 1 hardware
store building and 1 pharmacy with payments fast cash. In these places calendars are not individually entegues (in
hand). People after seeing the proposal for easy reading take the calendars freely.

COMMENTS:

- In other institutions this program will be applied according to the characteristics of each;
- Business travelers will guide their employees to read the New Testament and encourage them the way they deem
most appropriate.

In Annex, you will  see the list of materials that the participant must purchase cooperator to produce calendars,
posters and glass cases, at very low cost. This structure can be mounted even in your residence.

8 - FINAL COMMENTS:

8.1 - It is allowed to entrepreneurs, entertainers, announcers, singers, actors, artists and other professionals the
dissemination of this work;

8.2 - Since it  is a very low cost program, all  the individual co-workers, businesses and educational institutions
located outside the Tianguá region, Ceará, Brazil should voluntarily pay all costs in your region;

8.3 - Will Stay the costs of production and distribution of calendars in Tianguá region, Ceará, Brazil, per developer
account this program, except in cases where companies and / or institutions to resolve through their own resources
to produce and distribute the calendars;

8.4 - It is permitted to government agencies, public companies and / or private, and individual employees access to
materials from the site, for FREE, to develop projects equal or similar to this, independently of this program and
website;

8.5 - Calendars to encourage reading of the New Testament will also play in the big graphic, minimizing costs;

8.6 - the creation of Bible reading incentive groups in the conventional way or in social networks using the materials
described herein can be;

8.7 - publishing houses can enter FREE calendars ide3.net site in its publications, making changes if necessary.

More information on the site or by WhatsApp +55 (88) 999172263.

www.ide3.net

Practical program, efficient, very low cost back to FIGHTING VIOLENCE ANY WAY, so that we have an ever
better society.

http://www.ide3.net/


ATTACHMENT

List of materials:

1 - Preferably an inkjet printer - MFP with tank and wireles, which can be purchased online or in
local shops with payment in up to 12 times;

2 - stock 2 liters of paint, divided into: cyan (blue), red, green and black (this purchase twice).
This stock gives the impression of approximately 50,000 (fifty thousand) calendars in normal
quality.

Note: Parallel  inks can be purchased from companies to  test  the quality,  with  the purchase
amount 10 times smaller than the original, making printing an extremely low cost;

Matrices of calendars and posters are available in ide3.net site in PDF format and can be printed
from a computer or mobile phone.

3 - A guillotine cutter of paper, which can be purchased at stationery shops;

4 - A4 paper Reams. Each ream gives for 2000 calendars;

5 - Paper photo that can be purchased with the verse in adhesive film to produce the posters in
the printer, photo quality, to be affixed to glass or ceramic tiled walls or in establishments.

6 - A narrow transparent roll of duct tape to affix the posters in other types of walls;

7 - A small scissors to cut the stickers;

8 - A double adhesive tape transparent silicone face for affixing the glass boxes that will  be
ordered in vidraçarias;

9 - A small silicone tube of glue for those wishing to order glasses of boxes in glazing, and after
pasting, making it the lowest cost.

DIMENSIONS OF GLASS WILL:

Thickness: 3mm;
front and back: 2 glasses of 11cm vertically by 12.5 cm horizontally;
Sides: 2 glasses 3cm wide by 10,7cm long;
Background: 2 glasses 3cm wide by 3cm long, ie, the square shape.

OBS .: At the time of assembly must observe the correct form of fittings.

10  -  A small  folder  format  007  of  clear  plastic,  which  can  be  obtained  at  a  low  cost  for
transportation of the material.


